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Cox Increases Fiber-Powered
Internet Speeds for Most Customers
More than 75% of customers now receive download speeds of a half-gig or greater at no additional

cost

ATLANTA – June 28, 2023 – Cox Communications announced today that it has updated its broadband
packages, providing faster speeds at no extra cost to the majority of its residential customers. This includes
moving everyone on its most popular tier from 250 Mbps to 500 Mbps, which gives more than three-
quarters of all Cox customers download speeds of a half-gig or more. 

Why it matters: The need for speed continues to increase – more devices, more connections, more bandwidth.
These upgraded speeds will help internet users stay ahead of their home network’s demands.  

The big picture: Cox now offers five speed tiers. In addition to upgrades for 250 Mbps customers, those on the
current 150 Mbps package have been upgraded to 250 Mbps.  

Go Fast – 100 Mbps
Go Faster – 250 Mbps
Go Even Faster – 500 Mbps (Cox’s most popular tier)
Go Super Fast – 1 Gbps
Go Beyond Fast – 2 Gbps

For perspective, at half a gig, an internet user can download:

An entire HD movie in less than 10 seconds
10 mobile games in less than 5 seconds
An entire music album in less than 2 seconds

More to come: Cox already offers gig speeds, powered by fiber, to all customers in every market, and by the
end of this year, will be making multi-gig speeds available to approximately half of its residential
customers. The company also offers speeds up to 100 Gbps for Cox Business customers. The company is
continuing to build upon its proven track record of delivering on technology investments. In the last 10 years,
Cox has invested more than $20 billion in network and product upgrades to deliver some of the most powerful
internet, TV, phone, smart home and mobile services and will continue making multibillion-dollar annual
infrastructure investments over the next several years. 

About Cox Communications
Cox Communications is committed to creating meaningful moments of human connection through technology.
The largest private broadband company in America, we proudly serve nearly seven million homes and



businesses across 18 states. We're dedicated to empowering others to build a better future and celebrate
diverse products, people, suppliers, communities and the characteristics that make each one unique. Cox
Communications is the largest division of Cox Enterprises, a family-owned business founded in 1898 by
Governor James M. Cox.
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